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suMMARY

A large-scale diemond-wing-body configuration has been flown ,by
the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division at Mach numbers from
0.725 to 1.54 and Reynolds nunbers, based on the wing mesm aerodynamic

chord, up to 35 x 106. ~ di~Ond-pl~-fO~ wing had an NACA 65A003
airfoil section, a total aspect ratio of 2.31, and 0° sweep of the mid-
chord. Coefficients of total drag, base drag, model fore drag, and wtng-
plus-interference drag at zero lift were obtained for the Mach number
r-e indicated, along with lift coefficients, aerodynamic-center loca-
tions, damping factors, and lift-drag ratios for two transonie Mach.

.
numbers at low-lift conditions. Drag-coefficient values of a 3-percent-
thick 600 delta-wing”configuration are shown for comparison.

Ebth total and wing-plus-interference drag coefficients for the
dismond-wing model were slightly lower than for the delta-wing model at
high subsonic and trsmonic speeds. Wing-plus-interference drag coef-
ficients of the diamond wing were approximately 50 percent greater than
those of the delta wing for Mach numbers over 1.3. Total configuration
drag coefficients of the diemond-wing model, however, were only about
17 percent greater than those for the delta wing at Mach numbers above 1.3.

INTRODUCTION

The Langley Pilotless Aircrsft Research Division is conducting a
research progrsm to determine the zero-lift drag of large-scale rocket-

. propelled wing-bo&J configurations. This progrsm is directed toward the
design of aircreft configurations suitable for efficient flight at

. -k
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transonic and supersonic speeds. A surmary of the results obtained thus ●

far in this program is given in reference 1 which presents the data
obtained from 10 wing-body configurations in which the main variables
were wing plsn fomn and airfoil section. ?

As a continuation of this progrsm mother plan form has been inves-
tigated. As illustrated in reference 1, a thin 600 delta wing possesses
an advantage of low zero-lift drag. But this delta wing, and other thin
swept wings, has the disadvantage of being subject to undesirable aero-
elastic effects. It seemed desirable, therefore, to obtain large-scale
drag data for a wing which would have reasonably low drag and yet be free
of large aeroelastic effects. The wing tested had the same wing aspect
ratio, taper ratio, airfoil section, and ratio of body frontal area to
wing area as a previously reported 600 delta-wing configuration but with
0° sweep of the 50-percent-chord line. This gave, e6sentia11.y,an unswept
wing of zero taper ratio with an inherently higher lift-curve slope them
the delta wing.

This paper, then, reports the results of a free-flight test of a
configuration having a dismond-plan-fozm wing of aspect ratio 2.31 with
0° sweep of the midchord, and an NACA 65A003 airfoil section mounted on a
parabolic body having a fineness ratio of 10.

This free-flight test provided continuous measurement of longitudinal
and normsl accelerations, angles of attack, and base pressures by means
of telemet~. From these data the variations of total drag and base
pressure coefficients with Mach number were obtained. By using two small
rockets in the body nose, the maiel was twice caused to oscillate freely
in pitch during its deceleration from supersonic speeds. Telemetered ●

values of the histories of normal acceleration and angle of attack
provided lift-curve slope, static stability, and damping derivative.
The drag of the dismond-wing configuration of this investigation is
compared with that of a 600 delta-wing model (model 3 of ref. 1).

The Reynold6 numbers of the present test, based on wing mesa .aero-

dynemic chord, varied from 11.5 x 106 to 35 x 106. The Mach number range
was from 0.725 to l.~k.

SYMBOLS

CD drag coefficient at zero lift, Drag/q~

c% body base pressure coefficient,
Pb-Po

q
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body base pressure, lb/sq ft

atmospheric pressure, lb/sq ft

&V2, lb/sq ftdynemic pressure, ~

Mach nunber

Reynolds mmiber

air density, slugs/cu ft

model airspeed, ft/sec

wing sweepback single,0° at midchord, 40° ~‘ at leading
edge

wing

wing

meal

wing

wing

aspect ratio (2.31), bqs#

SP~, “5.64 ft

local chord, ft

aerodynmnic chord, 3.42 ft

root chord, 5.13 ft

tip chord, O Pt

axial distsmce along body from nose, ft

total body length, ft

wing-plan-form area obtained by
trailing edges of the wing to—
body, 15.13-sq ft

body frontal.area, 0.g22 sq

cross-sectional area of the
dinsl station, sq ft

lift coefficient, Lift/q~

pitching-moment coefficient,

ft

extending the leading and
the center line of the

configuration at em.ylongitu-

Moment/qE+5

rotational damping-moment coefficient (stable when negative),
radians
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Subscripts:

angle of attack, deg

angle of pitch, radius

. *

.

&=cQQ?7.3

=de=
q dt 2V

T& symbols U, q, and & used as subscripts indicate the deriva-
tive of the quantity with respect to the subscript.

MODEL AND TESTS

Figure 1 gives the general arrangement and geometry of the present
configuration. The diamond-plan-formwing had an aspect ratio of 2.31
and an NACA 65AO03 airfoil section, as did a previously reported
600 delta wing (model 3 of ref. 1), and had 0° 8weep of the midchord.
The wing was so located on the body that the qu=ter-chord point of the
mean aerodynamic chord fell.at the 60--percent-bodystation. The parabolic .
body had its profile defined by two parabolic arcs each having its vertex
at the maximum diameter which was at the 40-percent-body station. A
table of fuselage coordinates may be found in reference 1. The model .
was stabilized by thin tail fins, four on the model without wings and
two on the mcdel with wings.

The model was constructed primarily of wood and reinforced with
metal. A 6-inch ABL Deacon rocket motor furnished a total impulse,of
19,000 pound-seconds which propelled the model to supersonic speeds.
Two small rockets were located in the nose of the body and arranged so
that their discharge, during free flight, caused the model to pitch.
These “pulse rockets” had a very short burning time and served only as
an initial disturbance; the model thereafter described a free oscilla-
tion. Each of the pulse rockets had a total iqpulse of approximately
20 pound-seconds. The model was launched, as shown in fi~e 2, at
an elevation angle of approximately 65° and the data were measured during
the coasting period of flight.

The test model had a k-chsanel telemeter contained within the body
which measured longitudinal acceleration, nomal acceleration, base
pressure, and singleof attack. Ground instrumentationwas also used to .

.
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record the model flight and consisted of a CW Doppler velocimeter radsr
for measuring model speed, an NACA modified SCR 584 radar tracking unit
for measuring trajecto~, and radiosonde units for measuring air pres-
sure and temperature fran which speed of sound, density, viscosity, and
altitude were obtained. The CW Doppler radar unit provides measurements
of model speed relative to the ground. In order to o%tain the velocity
of the model relative to the air, it is necessary to know the wind speed
and direction at altitude. Wind velocities for each model have been
esttited by the MeteoroloD Section of the La@ey Flight Research
Division by using winds-aloft data obtained at nearby weather stations.
By mesns of these wind data, the measured model ground speeds were then
sdjusted to airspeeds. For determining drag coefficients, decelerations
were obtained from two independent sources: (a) telemetry of longitudinal
acceleration and (b) differentiation of the velocity-time curve (obtained
from the CW Doppler velocimeter). When abrupt chemges occurred in the
variation of drag with Mach number, the data obtained from the telemeter,
which is more sensitive to such abrupt chsmges than the velocimeter
recording system, were used to guide the faired curves. Ease pressure
coefficients were determined from the radiosonde survey of air pressure
and telemetered vslues of pressure at the base periphery.

The probable errors in the data presented due to inaccuracies In
the instruments amd in the reduction of instrmnent recorded data and to
the errors in obtaining winds-aloft data are believed to be less tham
~0.010 in Mach number smd ~0.0007 in drag coefficient.

.
The Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing

is shown as a function of Mach nmber in figure 3.
.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Zero-Lift Drag

In figure 4 are presented basic data as coefficients of total and
base drag, md base pressure against Mach number. The base–pressure–
coefficient curve in figure 4(b) is a true reproduction of the actual
data; however, it is believed that these abrupt changes are the result
of rocket-motor 8fterburning. These chsmges in base pressure coefficient,
when converted to base drag coefficient, smounted to less than the
probable error in total drag coefficient; therefore, both total drag and
base drag are presented as faired curves. The base drsg of the dismond-
wing-body cotiiguration was only 6 percent of the total drag at super-
sonic speeds.

.
A compmison of the present test results with those of a previously

reported 3-percent-thick 600 delta-wing model (model 3 of ref. 1) is
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shown in fi~e 5. The dismond-wing configuration (fig. 5(a)) had
slightly lower drag than the delta-wing configuration up to a Mach
nmber of 1.02. Above a Mach nmnber of 1.3, the dismond-wing configura-
tion had approximately 17 ~rcent more drag thw the delta-wing config-
uration. The drag rise of the diamond-wing configuration occurred at
a slightly higher Mach number thm that of the delta-wing configuration.

In figure 5(b) a comparison of Wing-plus-intetierencedrag coeffi-
cient for the delta and diamond wings is shown, ‘Thedismond wing had
lower wing-plus-interferencedrw coefficients up to a Mach nwnber of 1.02.
Above a Mach number of 1.3 the diamond wing had about 50 percent more
wing-plus-interferencedrag than the delta wing. The shape of the curve
for the dismond wing is typical.of that for round-nose unswept wings which
generally 6how an approximately constsnt drag-coefficient variation With
Mach number for supersonic speeds.

The dismond-plan-fozm wing may be considered as being derived from
the delta wing by shearing the airfoil sections parallel to the fuselage
center line forward until the 50-percent-chordline has 0° sweep. Since
both wings have the same aifloil section, a spanwise line of a given
percentage chord will define the same streamwlse stiace slope for both
wings. The importsmt consideration in comparing wing drag coefficients
is the fact that the lines of appreciable slope contributing to the drag
all have moderate sweep for the diamond wing, whereas part of the delta
wing has very little sweep (that is, the trailing-edge part). The higher
transonic drag of the delta wing is believed to M the result of low
trailing-edge sweep; whereas, the drag of the diamond wing is lower

.

because both the leading and trailing edges have moderate sweep. At
supersonic speeds the leading-edge portion of the wings appesxs to &
the predominant factor for drag. The delta wing, with its greater leading-
edge sweep, therefore has lower supersonic dr~.

As shown in reference 2 the zero-lift drag rise of wing-bdy com-
binations at transonic speeds is related to the longitudinal.distribution
of cross-sectional area. Illustrated in figure 6 are the distributions
of area for the diamond- and delta-wing configurations of this report
which, for purposes of comparison, are considered to represent equivalent
bodies of revolution. Although it would be rather difficult to predict
the total drag of each configuration, it may be possible to note the
probable sources of the drag differences by a comparison of the area dis-
tributions. The esrlier drag rise of the delta-wing-body model is proba-
bly related to the higher rate of decrease of cross-sectional area of
the afterbody for the delta model as compared with that for the diamond

in the region behind 0.75 $. As shown in reference 3, more convergent

sfterbodies will have = earlier drag rise and a decreasing drag with
increasing supersonic Mach number. The higher supersonic drag of the
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dismond-wing model may be, in part, the resuit of slightly larger maximum

frental area, “greaterforebody slope in.the region of 0.55 ~, and,

perhaps, because the titerbody drag of
constant with increasing Mach nunber.

Low-ixE’t Longitudind

the dismond remains &re nearly

Characteristics

The static stability and dauping of the model was determined by the
free-osciJlation method of analysis of reference 4. Illustrated in fig-
ure 7 is.a portion of the time history of the data obtained fran the
present model in free flight showing the motions due to a pulse-rocket
disturbsmce. Values of lift coefficient plotted against @e of attack,,
at two transonic Mach numbers, are presented in figure 8. The vsriation
of CL with a was linear for the range of these tests. The lift-curve
slope was 0.070 at M = 1.13 and 0.06’T at M = 1.01.

A summry of the longitudinal characteristics of the dismond-wing
model obtained in this investigation is presented in table 1. The
stat ic
tion.
of the
of the
factor

showed

stability was determined from t~- measured periods of oscElIia-
The aerodynamic-center locatim moved forward from 33.1 percent
mean aerodynamic chord at a Mach number of 1.13 to 27.O percent
man aerodynamic chord at a Mach number of 1.01. The damping
~ + ~, as obtained frdm the thne to damp to one-hslf amplitude,

a very smsll unstable damping-moment coefficient at M = 1.13.

Msxtimn lift-drag ratios and the lift coefficients at which they
occur are also listed in table I for the diamond-wing configuration. The
msximwn lift-drag ratio for the delta-wing-body cotii~tion was est~ted
from unpublished data at a Mach number of 1.13 and was found to be about
10 percent lower thsn that for the dismond-wing model. These esthates
for the delta-wing configuration show (L/D)- = 6.7 and CL for

(L/D)_ = 0.24 at M = 1.13, while the corresponding estimates for the

dismond-wing configuration were 7.35 and 0.275, respective~.

CONCLUSIONS

A dismond-plan-form wing having - aspect ratio of 2.31 and an
NACA 65AO03 section was tested in free flight at Mach nmnbers from 0.725

to 1.54 and Reynolds numbers up to 35 x 106. The results of this flight
test indicate the following conclusions:
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1. The variation of wing-plus-interferencedreg coefficient with
Mach nmber for the diamond-wing configuration was similar to that for
round-nose unswept wings which usually show a nearly constant drag
coefficient at supersonic speeds.

2. The diamond-wing configuration had slightly lower total drag
coefficients up to M = 1.02 than a similar delta-wing configuration
but the supersonic drag coefficient was about 17 percent greater. The
wing-plus-interference drag coefficients of the dismond wing were lower
than those of the delta wing at Mach numbers up to 1.02. Above a Mach
number of 1.3, however, the diamond wing had about 50 percent more drag.

3. At Mach numbers 1.13 and 1.01 the slopes of the lift curves were
0.070 and 0.067 per degree, respectively, the aerodynamic-center locations
were 33.1 and 27.O percent of the mem aerodynamic chord, respective~,
sad the mximum lift-drag ratios were estimated to be 7.35 and 7.60,
respectively.

Langley Aeronautical Jkboratory,
National Advisory Cmmnittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.
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TABLE I

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

9

First Second
Aerodynamic parameter pulse pulse

Machnmber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.13 1.01
Period, sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.15 0.L9
C~, per degree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.070 0.067

Time to dsmp to 1/2 amplitude, sec . . . . . . . . 0.155 0.21
c% about center of gravity, per degree . . . . . -0.0276 -0.0223

%+% ~perradian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.112 -0.756

Aerod_c center, percent E . . . . . . . . . . 33.1 27.0
(L/D)M (estimated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.35 7.60

CL for (L/D)H (estimated) . . . . . . . . . .“ 0.’275 0.250
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(b) Measured base pressure coefficient.

Figure b.- Test data obtained for the diamond-wing model.
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(b) Wing-plus-interference drag coefficients.

Figure 5.- Comparison of the zero-lift-drag results of a 3-percent-thick
diamond-wing model with a 3-percent-thick 600 delta-wing mcdel.
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